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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Use on-site without PC-adapter?

With the TeleService-device you can connect serial or by USB-cable to your PC/laptop
and then communicate directly with the control without a PC-adapter or other
S7-programming cables.
 The USB-cable is a standard-cable just as the one you use at your printer.

Variable-chart without Step7-programming package

You would like to give your customer the opportunity to read current numbers of the
manufacturing Online, without installing a visualisation or even the STEP7-package?
Then a S7-LAN with the option Status Variable" is needed, and your customer can take a
look at these password protected data on a site of the integrated webserver.



Profinet-Member-Analysis

Exact analysis of your Profinet members.
Addresses, configurations and other data can be recorded directly.
See immediately possible conflicts due to the configuration.

Setting the PLC time

Summer-/winter-time switching, yet this buzzword is one term. Always in March and
October the problem of time-change to the PLCs of their plant(s). Capture the controllers
in the "S7-PLC exact time synchronization"-tool and automates setting the time in the
controllers.
 No change on the PLC-program necessary!
 Whether MPI/Profibus via S7-LAN or Profinet!



S5-PLC over RS232

Communication with S5-PLC via RS232, just how and with what? 
 Data-communication with S5-PLC from PC or other devices via RS232 (COM-port),
which interface is required. Questions you don't have to worry about. With "S5 over
RS232" you get the right interface-products for your interface of the PLC. 
 Which one you use then is up to you.

Oxygen analysis in industrial gases

Continuous measurement and display of the oxygen-content without an operating-function
on the measuring-device or measuring-range-switching? 
 OSC-II-devices are the solution, they show the O2-value from % down to E -24 without
any action on the part of the operator. The measuring range will be automatically switched
between the various measuring-ranges, the optimal measuring-range is always displayed
and used. You can also parameterize integrated relay-outputs and thereby use
trigger-actions depending on the detected oxygen-concentration. The device is available in
different versions: 
 19"-mounting, case-device and table-top-device. Also available as a wall-mounted-device
on request.


